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THE FATHERING PROJECT  
CURRAMBINE PRIMARY SCHOOL AND MINDARIE PRIMARY SCHOOL 

Statement by Member for Burns Beach 
MR M.J. FOLKARD (Burns Beach) [12.52 pm]: I rise to speak about the fantastic work being done within the 
electorate of Burns Beach by two groups from the Fathering Project. The first group I would like to recognise is the 
Currambine Primary School LADDs—loving and devoted dads—being led by Rob Williams and Rob Wilson, amply 
assisted by Walter Ramage and Mike Bush. The second group I would like to recognise is the Mindarie Primary 
School Fathering Project being led by Mick Self, Stephen Vanderdeyl, Ricky Smith, Alan Woods, Jason Mills, 
Gareth Kerridge, Wayne Cooke, Gino Murray and David Adams. These two groups have been bringing fathers 
together within their schooling communities for the last several years. On Friday, 28 August, I was invited to 
a movie night with the dads from Mindarie to watch a lovely kids movie. Over 130 dads and father-figures attended 
the night, as well as hundreds of kids. It was fantastic that the fathers invited the Paint the Town REaD group and 
Auntie Booker, their mascot, to talk about the importance of reading to children and the importance of the male 
role model reading to their kids. I witnessed hundreds of kids being spellbound by Auntie Booker and their reading 
message. I have been invited to the Currambine Fathering Project in the next couple of weeks, as it has a water-rocket 
night. I cannot wait to do this. This activity is in partnership with Edith Cowan University’s Professor Geoff Lummis. 
The opportunity to blow up things brings back some memories from my fatherhood journey with my son and daughter 
and some of the fun times we had making Mentos and Coke-bottle rockets! I am really looking forward to seeing 
our dads spend time with their kids. 
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